
                                
             

    GRADUATE OPPORTUNITIES AT ONWARD HOMES 

 
If you have a degree and wish to build your career in the housing sector, there are 
fantastic opportunities available: 
 

TRAINEE NEIGHBOURHOOD SPECIALIST X3 
 
1 x post Greater Manchester, 1 x post Lancashire and 1 x post Merseyside  
 
Each post is home based, working in our Neighbourhoods. You will work in a range of 
locations within one of our regions depending on home location which are Greater 
Manchester, Lancashire or Merseyside and you will attend the office as and when 
required.  
  
The GEM will be responsible for a ‘patch’ of properties and will visit them regularly. Their 
time will be split between their home base and visits to sites.   
 
The role will involve significant time working within our neighbourhoods and therefore a 
car owner driver is essential. 
 
Onward Homes is one of the largest registered providers of social housing in North-West 
England, with 35000 properties across the region. Onward is always on the lookout for talented 
people who are passionate about making a difference to our communities. 
 
Onward is delighted to work in partnership with the GEM Programme, building on a track record 
of success in developing numerous GEMs who have moved into permanent roles with Onward 
over the last five years where vacancies have become available. The GEM Programme is an 
award-winning development programme which is nationally recognised for its outstanding work 
in building careers in housing. As an Onward GEM you will engage in unique and challenging 
learning experiences, build a strong professional network, and be supported to achieve a 
Chartered Institute of Housing qualification.  
 
Take a look at the Role Profile. It is an exciting time to join the Neighbourhood Team. We have 
a track record of developing GEMs in the role of Neighbourhood Specialists and have 
developed new procedures and ways of working and have rolled out improved mobile 
technology. 
 
 
Our current Onward GEM Billie-Jo provides an insight into her experience of the programme: 
“Being a GEM at Onward has given me an invaluable insight into housing management and the 
housing sector in general. All my Onward colleagues have been really helpful and supportive.  
The GEM programme has given me a deeper understanding into the world of housing, and has 
allowed me to network with many different people. The GEM shacks have given me the 



opportunity to travel to all four corners of the UK, visiting different housing providers and 
meeting some really influential people. I could not recommend Onward and the GEM 
programme highly enough. It has given me knowledge, experiences and a number of friends 
that will stick with me for a lifetime, throughout my future in housing and beyond.” 
 
Are you passionate about building a career in housing?  If so, we’d love to hear from you.  
 
Salary: £23,950 per annum + benefits 
Length of initial training contract: 12 months 
 
To find out more about the role and the GEM Programme, and to apply, please visit 
https://thegemprogramme.com 
 
To learn more about Onward, please visit 
https://www.onward.co.uk 
 
Interviewing Now 
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